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Abstract Shape effect of nanofillers (NFs) on the properties of nanocomposites has 

attracted considerable attention in recent research. The present study aims to examine 

how NF shapes influence the confinement effect of polymer-NF interface on the 

physical properties of nearby polymer (the interphase). Herein molecular dynamics 

simulations are performed to capture the shift of interphase properties when NFs change 

from nanosphere to nanocylinder and nanofilm geometry. A stress analysis is then 

carried out in the interphase to identify a key parameter for characterizing the stress-

property coupling and revealing the pathway of the NF shapes to impact the interphase 

properties. It is shown that the peak hydrostatic stress 𝜎ℎ𝑦𝑑  quantifies the effect of 

internal stresses on the properties of the interphase. Specifically, the shape transition 

considered can substantially enhance the peak 𝜎ℎ𝑦𝑑 by flattening the stress space in the 

interphase without largely affecting the polymer-NF interaction. Increased peak 𝜎ℎ𝑦𝑑 

in turn upshifts the interphase properties and thus, leads to the coupling between the NF 

shapes and interface confinement effect. 
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1. Introduction 

Polymer nanocomposites (PNCs) are synthesized by filling polymer matrix with 

nanofillers (NFs) of different shapes, e.g., gold nanoparticles [1], silver nanowires [2], 

carbon nano-tubes (CNTs) and -cones [3, 4], and nanosheets [5-7]. It has been reported 

[8-18] that NF shapes play an important role in determining and tuning PNC properties 

that have a broad range of applications in electrical/thermal conductivity, stress/strain 

sensing and actuation, energy harvesting/storage, self-healing capability, and 

electromagnetic interference shielding [19]. The NF shape effect on PNC properties 

thus becomes a major topic of great interest in recent research. 

In existing studies [8, 12, 18], the shape effect on rheological properties was 

examined for various PNCs. For the PNCs filled with X- and Y-shaped graphene 

junctions, buckyball and nanodiamond, it was found [8] that different surface area-to-

volume ratios of these NFs modify the NF-polymer interaction energy, which in turn 

changes the viscous properties of PNCs. The NF shape effect on the PNCs with fumed 

silica, colloid silica and the grafted colloids was also investigated and found to play a 

significant role in determining the percolation threshold of the NF-polymer network 

and thus, its viscoelastic properties [12]. Recently, for the PNCs filled with 

nanoparticles, nanorods and nanosheets, the nanorods were found to most efficiently 

raise the viscoelastic modulus among the three NFs due to its largest specific surface 

area and constraint of the interfacial interaction on polymer chain motility [18].  

Efforts were also made to study the shape effect on the mechanical properties of 

PNCs [9, 10, 15, 16]. The MD simulations found that the rod-like NFs are the better 

toughening agent than spherical and triangular  NFs due to the formation of stronger 

polymer crosslinks between NFs [9]. Recently, a multiscale MD-finite element model 

was developed, which showed that the fully curved NFs results in the decreased rate of 
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enhancement of PNC elastic properties [15]. In addition, an experimental study 

revealed that clay and CNTs are associated with the highest mechanical property 

improvement as compared with CaCO3, talc and nano-crystalline cellulose [10]. The 

shape effect observed here was mainly attributed to the variation of the polymer-NF 

interfacial area [10]. Also, in the tensile tests of PNCs [16] the nanoplatelets used were 

shown to exert more significant toughening effect than nanospheres as the energy 

dissipation and toughening processes change substantially with the NF shapes. Along 

with the rheological and mechanical properties, NF shape effect was also examined for 

the conductivity [13] and other functionalities [14, 17] where the shape effect was 

shown to arise from the varying aspect ratios of the NF shapes considered [13, 14]. 

The above review has manifested the substantial effect of NF shapes on a range of 

material properties of various PNCs. Currently, the geometric parameters of NF shapes, 

e.g., the aspect ratio, surface area and area-to-volume ratio are recognized as key factors 

[8, 10, 11, 13, 18] that affect the polymer-NF interfacial van der Waals (vdW) 

interaction and thus change the properties of PNCs. Nevertheless, how these factors 

yield the shape effect on PNCs still remains unclear as ‘NF shape−interfacial vdW 

interaction−PNC property’ relation and the rationale behind it have not yet been 

explored in detail. On the other hand, the interphase generated by the interface 

confinement effect [20-23] was shown to significantly affect the material properties of 

bulk PNCs [24-26], which stimulated considerable efforts to measure interphase 

properties [27-34]. Moreover, it was discovered [28,35,36] very recently that the 

interfacial interaction yields a peak compressive stress in the interphase which controls 

the interphase properties and serves as the physical origin of the polymer-NF interface 

confinement effect [21, 32-34, 37]. These studies suggest that the NF shape transition 

may significantly change the stress concentration in the interphase and result in the 
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shape-dependent interphase properties, which would eventually impact the properties 

of PNCs via the percolation process. Thus, the study of NF shape effect on the 

interphase properties or the interface confinement effect offers an opportunity to bring 

an in-depth understanding of the NF shape effect on PNC properties. Previous study 

[11] only reported the NF shape effect on the mobility of the interphase polymer. Efforts 

need to be made to consider many other interphase properties and disclose the 

mechanism behind the coupling between NF shape and interphase properties.  

Motivated by this idea, the present study examines the NF shape effect on interphase 

properties by first considering the mass density profile and glassy transitional 

temperature (Tg). In doing this, nanosphere, nanocylinder and nanofilm-like fillers are 

considered and the physical mechanisms behind the shape effect are investigated. 

Herein, the full-atom MD simulations are performed and complemented by the 

cohesive zone model [38-41] and continuum mechanics theories [42] to study the shape 

effect on the confinement effect and gain new insights into it via stress analyses. 

 

 

2. Methodology 

2.1 Molecule dynamics simulations 

Three types of representative volume elements (RVEs) are considered for composite 

systems composed of polyethylene (PE) and gold (Au) NFs of different fundamental 

geometrical shapes, i.e., nanoparticle, nanopillar and nanoflake, which are respectively 

modelled as nanospheres, circular nanocylinders and rectangular nanofilms. To build 

the PE-NF composite RVEs we have first constructed a 500 monomer-long PE chain 

and the NFs of three different shapes. The obtained PE chains are then packed into a 

supercell with one NF inside. Herein, the volume of the supercell is 10×10×10nm3, 
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10× 12× 12nm3 and 12× 12× 14nm3 for nanosphere, nanocylinder and nanofilm, 

respectively. The local energy minimum of the structure obtained by energy 

minimization using the conjugate gradient method then produces the initial PE-NF 

system RVE structural model. For each type of supercell, the nanofiller is placed within 

the polymer matrix volume where the nanoparticle is positioned at the cell center; the 

nanopillar is placed at the cell center with the axial direction aligned to a coordinate 

direction and finally the nanofilm is laid on the bottom of the cell within the z-plane 

(Fig. 1). The characteristic diameter of nanoparticle, nanopillar and the thickness of 

nanoflake are fixed at 5nm. The initial packing mass density of PE is selected as 

0.46g/cm3 which can speed up the convergence of the equilibration process by avoiding 

high-energy initial configurations. 

Here a full atom model is employed where the COMPASS force field [43] describes 

the interaction between the PE atoms and the embedded atom method (EAM) potential 

[44] captures the interactions among Au atoms. The 12-6 Lennard-Jones (L-J) potential 

is chosen for the non-bonded interaction between the Au and PE atoms. The nonbonded 

van der Waals (vdW) interactions is truncated at 1nm [45]. The values of the parameters 

used for all three interaction potentials are summarized in Table S1.  MD simulations 

are performed via the large scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator 

(LAMMPS) [46] using the velocity Verlet algorithm with a timestep of 1fs and the 

periodic boundary conditions are used in all directions to eliminate the finite size effect. 

The equilibrium state of the RVE is achieved at finite temperature in a two-stage 

process. First, the conjugate gradient method is used to find a local energy minimum of 

the RVE under the employed potentials. Then simulated annealing is performed where 

the system is initially thermalized at 500K for 1ns under the NVT ensemble and 

subsequently under the NPT ensemble at 1atm for another 1ns. The equilibrated system 
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is subsequently cooled from 500K to 100K under the NPT ensemble within a 2ns period 

and further thermalized for another 2ns under the NPT ensemble at 100K. Fig. 1(a-c) 

shows the RVEs of the equilibrium NF-PE composite system during each step of the 

annealing procedure (for simplicity, the H atom is not shown in the figure). Such an 

annealing process is necessary to ensure that the equilibrated NF-PE system obtains 

structural properties in agreement with experimental (and existing simulation) values 

[28, 35, 47]. After the equilibrium process, the volume of the three initial RVEs finally 

reduce to 8.2×8.2×8.2nm3, 10×10.3×10.3nm3 and 12×12×11.5nm3, respectively. In 

this study, the dilute solution assumption [40, 41] is used, where the interaction between 

adjacent NFs is negligible. It is noted that uncertainty in computational results may 

arise due to different initial conditions at the same NF size, as such three simulations 

are performed for each Au-PE composite system and the resulting average properties 

are then used in the subsequent analysis and trend evaluation. 

 

2.2 Continuum mechanics models 

2.2.1 Cohesive zone model for the PE-NF interface 

The components of polymer-NF composite system are illustrated in Fig. 1(d) to (f), 

i.e., the NF, polymer-NF interface (i.e., the vdW interaction induced gap) and the 

polymer matrix. The thickness of the interface (or the equilibrium vdW interaction 

distance) is denoted by h for the three systems shown in Fig. 1(d) to (f). As stated in 

previous studies [21, 28, 32-37], the polymer in the vicinity of the interface is 

constrained by the interfacial vdW interaction, which eventually leads to the formation 

of an interphase region between the interface and bulk polymer. In the interphase, the 

mass density, the glassy transitional temperature and the elastic modulus differ 

substantially from their bulk values due to the interface confinement effect. 
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To quantitatively study the vdW interaction between NFs and PE matrix, a cohesive 

zone model is used as shown in Fig. 1(d) to (f) where the yellow body represents the 

NF, the gray area is the surrounding polymer and the white area between the NF and 

polymer marks the NF-polymer interface. The vdW interaction energy between NF 

atom and PE united atom (the CH2 group is treated as a united atom) is given by 

Lennard-Jones (L-J) potential function Ω(ℋ) = 4𝛽{(𝛼 ℋ⁄ )12 − (𝛼 ℋ⁄ )6} . Here ℋ 

denotes the distance between two atoms, 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the distance at Ω(ℋ) = 0 and the 

energy well depth, respectively.  

The cohesive energy between the two differential elements of NF-material with 

volume 𝑑𝑉𝑁𝐹  and matrix with volume 𝑑𝑉𝑚  is Ω(ℋ) ∙ (𝜌𝑁𝐹𝑑𝑉𝑁𝐹 ) ∙ (𝜌𝑚𝑑𝑉𝑚  ) where 

𝜌𝑁𝐹 and 𝜌𝑚 are the densities of the NF and matrix, respectively. The cohesive energy 

between a differential element of the matrix and the NF can then be calculated by 

𝑑Φ = 𝜌𝑚𝑑𝑉𝑚∭Ω(ℋ)(𝜌𝑁𝐹𝑑𝑉𝑁𝐹)                                                                    (1) 

For the nanosphere-polymer system, Eq. (1) can be expressed as follows [38-40]. 

𝑑Φ = 𝜌𝑚𝑑𝑉𝑚 ∫ ∫ ∫ Ω(ℋ) ∙ 𝜌𝑁𝐹𝑑𝑉𝑁𝐹
𝑟𝑁𝑃
0

2𝜋

0

𝜋

0
= 𝜌𝑚𝑑𝑉𝑚𝜌𝑁𝐹Φ0(𝑟)                     (2) 

Here, r is the radial distance of the reference point in polymer from the center of 

nanosphere, 𝑟𝑁𝑃 is the radius of the nanosphere (i.e., r ≥ 𝑟𝑁𝑃 + ℎ) and the specific form 

of Φ0(𝑟) can be found in Supporting Information S1. 

Based on the Eq. (2), the cohesive energy Φ(ℎ)  of the whole system can be 

calculated as a function of h. 

Φ(ℎ) = ∫ 4𝜋𝑟2
∞

𝑟𝑁𝑃+ℎ
𝜌𝑚𝜌𝑁𝐹Φ0(𝑟)𝑑𝑟                                                                 (3) 

In Eq. (3), the integral function gives the cohesive energy 𝜙𝑠𝑢𝑟(𝑟)  of a spherical 

polymer surface with radius 𝑟 and surface density 𝜌𝑚 × 1Å, i.e., 

𝜙𝑠𝑢𝑟(𝑟) = 4𝜋𝑟2𝜌𝑚𝜌𝑁𝐹Φ0(𝑟)                                                                             (4) 

The corresponding cohesive force on the polymer surface can then be calculated by 
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𝜕𝜙𝑠𝑢𝑟

𝜕𝑟
= 4𝜋𝑟2 (𝜌𝑚𝜌𝑁𝑃

𝜕Φ0

𝜕𝑟
) +

𝜕(4𝜋𝑟2)

𝜕𝑟
𝜌𝑚𝜌𝑁𝑃Φ0                                                (5) 

The equivalent radial force per unit area on a spherical polymer surface of radius r is 

finally obtained based on Eq. (5). 

𝜎𝑒𝑞 =
1

4𝜋𝑟2
𝜕𝜙𝑠𝑢𝑟

𝜕𝑟
= 𝜌𝑚𝜌𝑁𝐹

𝜕Φ0

𝜕𝑟
+ 𝜌𝑚𝜌𝑁𝐹

Φ0

𝑟
                                                       (6) 

Similarly, based on Eq. (1), the equivalent radial force per unit area on a cylindrical 

polymer surface in nanocylinder-polymer system (Fig. 1(e)) is given by  

𝜎𝑒𝑞 = 𝜌𝑚𝜌𝑁𝐹
𝜕Φ1

𝜕𝑟
+ 𝜌𝑚𝜌𝑁𝐹

Φ1

𝑟
                                                                            (7) 

and the equivalent force acting on a polymer plane in nanofilm-polymer system (Fig. 

1(f)) can be calculated by 

𝜎𝑒𝑞 = 4𝜋𝛽𝜌𝑚𝜌𝑁𝐹 (−
𝛼12

5𝑧10
+

𝛼6

2𝑧4
)                                                                        (8) 

Herein z is a perpendicular distance of the reference point in polymer to the nanofilm 

surface. Eqs. (7) and (8) are derived in Supporting Information S2 and S3. 

Next let us calculate the profile of 𝜎𝑒𝑞, i.e., the distribution of the vdW forces applied 

to the PE by the three NFs considered along the radial (r) direction of the nanosphere 

or nanocylinder (Fig. 1(d) and (e)), or the z-direction of the nanofilm (Fig. 1(f)). Here 

𝜎𝑒𝑞 is shown as a function of d (The distance from the NF surface measured along the 

direction perpendicular to the surface) in Fig. 2 where a high repulsive force per unit 

area (negative) around -200MPa is obtained for all three systems at d ≈ 0.26nm. The 

repulsive force then decreases with rising d and becomes zero at d ≈ 0.28nm. After that 

the cohesive force turns out to be an attractive force (positive) which rises to its peak 

value at d = 0.325nm. It then declines and approaches zero at sufficiently large d. It is 

noted that the maximum of the cohesive force per unit area is around 91.2MPa for all 

three NFs considered with the relative difference less than 10%. 

2.2.2 Stress characterization of the matrix 
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To understand the action of the cohesive force on the matrix, the polymer matrix is 

considered as an infinite body. Here, the matrix is subjected to a body force 𝜎𝑒𝑞 (i.e., 

the NF-polymer interaction shown in Fig. 2). In general, PE is a hyper-elastic material 

with complex constitutive relations. However, assuming that the stress and strain of the 

PE close to the interface are lower than the yield stress and strain (Fig. S1), we can 

approximately treat the PE as an elastic body with a linear constitutive relation. In 

addition, traction free boundary conditions are imposed on the inner polymer surface 

facing NFs and the outer polymer surface at infinity. 

In the nanosphere-polymer system, the polymer confined by the interfacial 

interaction estimated by 𝜎𝑒𝑞  (Eq. (6)) can be considered as a hollow and spherical 

elastic body (Fig. S2). The governing equation for the mechanical responses of the 

spherically symmetric structure is given as follows [42] 

𝑑

𝑑𝑟
[
1

𝑟2
𝑑

𝑑𝑟
(𝑟2𝑢)] =

(1+𝜈)(1−2𝜈)

𝐸(1−𝜈)
∙ 𝜎𝑒𝑞                                                                      (9) 

where u denotes the displacement function, E and 𝜈 represent the Young’s modulus and 

Poisson’s ratio of PE, respectively. In this analysis we have used the bulk material 

properties of PE measured in MD simulations (Supporting Information S4). The mass 

density variation shown in Fig.3(a) however has not been considered. Solving Eq. (9), 

we have obtained the displacement function of PE matrix.  

𝑢 = 𝑢0(𝑟) + 𝐶1𝑟 +
𝐶2

𝑟2
                                                                                        (10) 

Here, 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 are the constants of integration. The specific form of 𝑢0(𝑟) is shown 

in Supporting Information S5. 

The perpendicular and parallel stresses on the spherical PE surface with radius r can 

be obtained based on Eq. (10), geometric equations and constitutive equations [42]. 

𝜎𝑟𝑟 =
𝐸

(1+𝜈)(1−2𝜈)
[(1 − 𝜈)

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑟
+ 2𝜈

𝑢

𝑟
]                                                                       
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= 𝜌𝑚𝜌𝑁𝑃Φ0(𝑟) +
𝐸(1−𝜈)

(1+𝜈)(1−2𝜈)
𝐶1 −

𝐸(1−𝜈)

(1+𝜈)(1−2𝜈)
[
𝑢0

𝑟
+ 𝐶1 +

𝐶2

𝑟3
]                   (11) 

𝜎𝜃𝜃 = 𝜎𝜑𝜑 =
𝐸

(1+𝜈)(1−2𝜈)
[𝜈

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑟
+
𝑢

𝑟
]                                                                          

= 𝜈(
(1+𝜈)(1−2𝜈)

𝐸(1−𝜈)
𝜌𝑚𝜌𝑁𝑃Φ0(𝑟) + 𝐶1) − (1 − 2𝜈) [

𝑢0

𝑟
+ 𝐶1 +

𝐶2

𝑟3
]                (12) 

For the problem considered, 𝜎𝑟𝑟 satisfies the following boundary conditions. 

{
𝜎𝑟𝑟|𝑟=𝑟𝑁𝑃+ℎ = 0

𝜎𝑟𝑟|𝑟→∞ = 0       
                                                                                               (13) 

Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (13), we can calculate the values of 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 and finally 

obtain the analytical expressions of  𝜎𝑟𝑟 and 𝜎𝜃𝜃. 

By following a similar procedure, the stress fields of the polymer can also be obtained 

for the nanocylinder-polymer system (Eq. (14)) and nanofilm-polymer system (Eq. 

(15)), respectively. The derivations can be found in Supporting Information S6 and S7. 

{
 
 

 
 𝜎𝑟𝑟 = 𝜌𝑚𝜌𝑁𝐹Φ1(𝑟) − 𝜌𝑚𝜌𝑁𝐹

1−2𝜐

1−𝜐

1

𝑟2
∫ 𝑟Φ1(𝑟)𝑑𝑟 −

𝐶3

𝑟2
      

𝜎𝜃𝜃 =
𝜐

1−𝜐
𝜌𝑚𝜌𝑁𝐹Φ1(𝑟) + 𝜌𝑚𝜌𝑁𝐹

1−2𝜐

1−𝜐

1

𝑟2
∫ 𝑟Φ1(𝑟)𝑑𝑟 +

𝐶3

𝑟2

𝜎𝑧𝑧 =
𝜐

1−𝜐
𝜌𝑚𝜌𝑁𝐹Φ1(𝑟)                                                              

                          (14) 

and 

{
𝜎𝑧𝑧 = 4𝜋𝛽𝜌𝑚𝜌𝑁𝐹 (

𝛼12

45𝑧9
−

𝛼6

6𝑧3
)                    

𝜎𝑥𝑥 = 𝜎𝑦𝑦 = 4𝜋𝛽𝜌𝑚𝜌𝑁𝐹
𝜐

1−𝜐
(
𝛼12

45𝑧9
−

𝛼6

6𝑧3
)
                                                      (15) 

 

 

3. Results and discussions 

The MD simulation procedure outlined in Sec. 2 shall be used to initially characterize 

the influence of NF shapes on the confinement effect of the PE-NF interface. Effort will 

then be made to identify the dominant mechanical parameter capable of quantifying the 

impact of the interfacial vdW interaction-induced stresses on the interphase properties 
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and shed light on the physical mechanisms leading to the NF shape effect based on the 

continuum mechanics theory described in Sec. 2. 

3.1 Shape effect on the interphase properties 

Herein, we shall characterize the material properties of the polymer confined by the 

nanoscale interface between polymer matrix and the embedded nanosphere, 

nanocylinder and nanofilm shown in Fig. 1(a), (b) and (c), respectively. The emphasis 

will be placed on the dependence of the interphase properties on NF shapes or the 

shapes of the polymer-NF interface. The models of the three PE-NF systems are 

illustrated in Fig. 1(d), (e) and (f), respectively, where Cartesian coordinates for all three 

systems and the corresponding spherical and cylindrical polar coordinates for the 

polymer-nanosphere and polymer-nanocylinder/nanofilm systems are shown in detail. 

To exam the impacts of the NF shape on the interface confinement effect, we shall 

first measure the mass density profile of the interphase in the direction perpendicular to 

the surfaces of three types of NFs, i.e., the r (radial) directions of the nanosphere (Fig. 

1(d)) and nanocylinder (Fig. 1(e)) and z-direction of the nanofilm (Fig. 1(f)). The 

method used can be found in Refs. [35, 36]. For all the three NFs, the results presented 

in Fig. 3(a) show the sinusoid density profiles in the interphase where three peak 

densities are observed. Here, the smooth curves for density profiles are obtained by 

adopting the spline functions to fit the MD simulation data shown in Fig. S3. It is noted 

that the three peak values, i.e., peak I, II and III (Fig. 3(a)) and their increase relative to 

the bulk value 0.9g/cm3 (Fig. 3(b)) grow substantially during the shape transition 

considered. For example, the increase of density at peak I relative to the bulk value is 

found to rise from 62% to 71% and 89%, respectively when the nanosphere, 

nanocylinder and nanofilm are considered. In other words, the confinement effect 

measured by the relative increase of peak density I is improved by nearly 6% and 17% 
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when a nanosphere additive is replaced by the nanocylinder and nanofilm. A 

qualitatively similar NF shape effect can also be observed for peak density II and III in 

Fig. 3(b) where the relative increases can be raised by 6% and 16% (peak II), and 3% 

and 18% (peak III), respectively, due to the NF shape changes, which are comparable 

to those associated with peak density I. 

With the density profile variation established, the corresponding Tg is then evaluated 

based on the MD simulations in Fig. 3(c) for the interphase I and II (Fig. 3(a)) formed 

in the PE matrix near the three types of NFs considered. Herein, interphase I represents 

an annulus region between the inner surface of polymer (a spherical PE surface where 

the PE mass density first reaches its bulk value) and a spherical PE surface which is 0.2 

nm from the polymer inner surface. Interphase II is an annulus with a thickness of 0.7 

nm and its inner surface coincides with the outer surface of interphase I. It is noted that 

similar to the trend of the peak density shown in Fig. 3(b), Tg calculated for the 

interphase I (blue filled rectangles) and II (red rectangles) increases substantially as NF 

geometry transitions from nanosphere to nanocylinder and nanofilm. To give a 

representative example here, Tg (= 311K) of interphase I associated with the nanosphere 

is found to be 31K higher than Tg (= 280K, Fig. S4) of bulk PE, which can be further 

enhanced by 16% (45K) and 24% (68K) via the NF shape change from the nanosphere 

to nanocylinder and nanofilm, respectively. 

As shown above, the nanosheets produce the highest Tg for the interphase, which is 

followed by Tg associated with the nanocylinders and nanospheres, respectively. Since 

polymer monomer mobility is necessary for phase transition into an amorphous state 

[21] the higher Tg of polymer obtained should correspond to the slower mobility of the 

monomers. Thus, the increase of Tg due to the shape changes observed in the present 

full-atom MD simulations is in consistency with the observation in the previous coarse-
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grained MD simulations [11] where the similar shape transition leads to the slower 

mobility of the polymer monomers. Indeed, the shape change-induced larger constraints 

on polymer chains [11] can explain the shape effect on the interface confinement effect 

achieved in the present study. 

During the NF shape changes, the resulting higher peak mass density may also 

enhance the elastic modulus of the polymer. The statement is supported by previous 

studies where the interphase with higher density usually possesses an elastic modulus 

much higher than its bulk polymer values [28, 32]. This observation implies that NF 

shapes that modify the peak interphase density would also have a significant impact on 

the elastic modulus. Furthermore, the shape change-induced variation of the mass 

density in the interphase may likely be accompanied by the alterations in the effective 

energy barrier of electron tunneling of the interphase, as the mean distance between the 

monomer molecule is non-trivially reduced.  

In summary, the NF shape can substantially impact the nanoscale confinement of the 

PE-NF interface and thus significantly alter the physical properties of the confined 

polymer. Since the interphase properties may largely affect the material behavior and 

properties of the bulk PNCs via the percolation process, the NF shape effect on the 

interphase properties obtained here may bring in a deeper understanding of the NF 

shape effect on the material properties of bulk PNCs [8-18]. Specifically, the NF shapes 

have the potential to become an effective parameter to control and tune a range of 

material properties of PNCs [8-12], e.g., mass density, Tg, elastic modulus, electrical 

conductivity, and piezo-resistivity of PNCs.  

 

3.2 Role of the hydrostatic stress in shape effect  

As mentioned above, the NF shape effect on the motility of the confined polymer or 
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the interphase was explained by the change of the total vdW force on the polymer due 

to the variation of NF shapes [11]. Recent studies [28, 35, 36] further indicated that the 

external vdW force generates a concentrated internal compressive stress within the 

polymer adjacent to NFs. It is this highly localized internal stress concentration that 

controls the properties of confined polymer and leads to the formation of the interphase 

with increased density and improved Tg relative to its bulk value. Thus, the coupling 

between NF shape and the interface confinement effect (as measured through the 

interphase properties changes) observed in Sec. 3.1 should be established by means of 

the localized internal stress concentration. Herein, the overall effect of internal stresses 

on material should be characterized by a parameter that reflects the synergistic effect of 

multiple components in the stress tensor, instead of the role of the individual components, 

and remains constant for all different coordinator systems selected. Thus, in what 

follows, an attempt shall be made to identify a frame independent, generalized 

parameter based on stress tensor to efficiently quantify and understand the overall 

impacts of interphase stresses on its material properties. To achieve this goal, we shall 

utilize the stress parameters defined based on the invariants of stress tensor, i.e., the 

hydrostatic stress related to the first stress tensor invariant [42] 

𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 = (𝜎1 + 𝜎2 + 𝜎3) 3⁄                                                                                  (16) 

and the Von Mises stress 𝜎𝑉𝑀 related to the second stress tensor invariant [42], 

𝜎𝑉𝑀 = √
1

2
[(𝜎1 − 𝜎2)2 + (𝜎1 − 𝜎3)2 + (𝜎2 − 𝜎3)2]                                         (17) 

where 𝜎𝑖 (i = 1, 2 and 3) represents the principal stresses. Indeed, 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 and 𝜎𝑉𝑀 can 

reflect the overall effects of stress states on the material at reference point and do not 

change with the transformation of coordinator systems. 

To obtain 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑  and 𝜎𝑉𝑀 for the system considered we first calculate the principal 
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stresses of the interphase induced by the vdW force exerted by the NFs. Herein, the 

continuum mechanics models detailed in Sec. 2.2 are utilized, where the cohesive force 

(per unit surface area) in Fig. 2 is considered as a body force acting on the polymer in 

the vicinity of the PE-NF interfaces. On this basis, we have obtained the normal stress 

components perpendicular to the PE-NF interfaces, i.e., 𝜎𝑟𝑟 in Fig. 4(a) and (b) and 𝜎𝑧𝑧 

in Fig. 4(c), and those parallel to the interfaces, i.e., (𝜎𝜃𝜃 , 𝜎𝜑𝜑) in Fig. 4(a), (𝜎𝜃𝜃 , 𝜎𝑧𝑧) 

in Fig. 4(b) and (𝜎𝑥𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦𝑦) in Fig. 4(c). While the magnitudes of these principal stresses 

changes along the radial directions or the direction perpendicular to the interfaces, they 

remain constant along parallel directions due to the geometrical symmetry of the PE-

nanosphere system (Fig. 4(a)), the circular cylindrical surfaces of the PE-nanocylinder 

system (Fig. 4(b)) and the flat surfaces of the PE-nanofilm system (Fig. 4(c)).  

With the principal stresses obtained, the corresponding 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑  and 𝜎𝑉𝑀  can be 

calculated based on Eqs. (16) and (17) for the three PE-NF systems considered. As 

shown in Fig. 4(d), compressive 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 reaches its maximum value near the same radial 

position where the peak density is found. The maximum value increases from 89MPa 

to 98MPa and 108MPa sequentially for nanosphere, nanocylinder and nanofilm. Thus, 

the peak 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 associated with the nanosphere is enhanced by 10% and 21% as the NF 

shape changes to the nanocylinder and nanofilm. The dependence on shape is found to 

be in good correspondence with the incremental trend observed for the peak densities 

in Fig. 3(b) and Tg in Fig. 3(c). The von Mises stress 𝜎𝑉𝑀 calculated is shown in Fig. 

4(e) where the maximum 𝜎𝑉𝑀  is also found at the same location where peak 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 

occurs. However, the trend of the maximum 𝜎𝑉𝑀   change with the NF shape differs 

substantially than those observed for the peak densities and Tg (Fig. 3(b) and (c), 

respectively). The above results suggest the strong correlation between 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 and the 

NF shape effect achieved, which in turn reveals the possible pathway of NF shape to 
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impact the confinement effect, i.e., the variation of NF shape modifies the vdW 

interaction acting on the interphase, which then changes the peak value of compressive 

𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑  and thus, shift the material properties of the interphase. 𝜎𝑉𝑀 , however, is not 

directly related to the shape effect of NFs on the interphase properties. 

The theory proposed above can be understood based on the physical impacts of 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 

and 𝜎𝑉𝑀 on the polymer structures and dynamics. Herein 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑   is responsible for the 

volume change of material. Thus, raising its magnitude leads to the decrease of the free 

volume of polymer and results in higher peak mass density at the point where the stress 

concentration is located. In the meantime, rising compressive 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑   also imposes 

substantially greater constraints on the polymer chains, which reduces the mobility of 

polymer monomers and thus, further raises Tg of the confined polymer [48]. In fact, the 

reduced mobility of the polymer monomers due to the enhanced polymer-NF 

interaction in the NF shape transitions has been confirmed by the coarse-grained MD 

simulations [11]. On the other hand, 𝜎𝑉𝑀 is not related to the volume change or the 

constraints on the movement of polymer chains but primarily captures the shear 

stresses/deformation and reflects the resulting shape changes in the polymer matrix.  

Based on our simulations and theoretical analyses we can draw the conclusion that 

𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑  can be employed a key parameter to characterize the influence of the internal 

stresses of the interphase on its material properties and thus quantify the impacts of the 

NF shape dependent interfacial vdW interaction on the interface confinement effect (or 

the interphase properties). Moreover, as noted above, the peaks in the magnitude of 

both 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 and 𝜎𝑉𝑀 are achieved at the same location in the polymer confined by the 

PE-NF interfaces showing that the largest volume contraction and shape distortion of 

the polymer occur at the same location in the interphase. This unique feature may have 

potential impacts on the mechanical behavior and properties of the interphase. 
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The above discussion about the coupling between 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑  and material property of the 

polymer confined by the PE-NF interface is conducted in the framework of continuum 

mechanics theory. It is thus necessary to validate the results based on the MD 

simulations. To this end, an atomic stress is computed as the average of the normal 

atomic stresses in the three coordinate directions shown in Fig. 1 (a), (b) and (c). The 

method used can be found in Refs. [28] and the results are shown in Fig. 5. It is found 

that the peak compressive stress is also obtained in interphase I at the location where 

the concentrated 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 is found (Fig. 4 (d)). In particular, the peak atomic stress is raised 

by 19% and 47% relative to the nanoparticle values when the filler shape changes to 

nanocylinder and nanofilm, respectively, in coherence with those given by the 

continuum mechanics theory. A point to note is that three peak atomic stresses are 

obtained (Fig. 5) corresponding to the three peak densities shown in Fig. 3(a) while the 

continuum mechanics models (Secs. 2.2.2) only produce one peak 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 in interphase I 

(Fig. 4(d)). The discrepancy suggests that Fig. 4(d) captures the initial polymer response 

to the introduction of the interfacial interaction upon NF embedding (here the real 

density profile is not considered) while Fig. 5 depicts the final equilibrium state of the 

polymer composite after full polymer relaxation and associated stress redistribution 

occurs. This dynamic process, however, cannot be observed based on continuum 

mechanics models and deserves to be studied in the near future based on atomistic 

simulations. 

 

3.3 Mechanisms of the nanofiller shape effect  

The critical role of the hydrostatic stress in the shape effect has been identified based 

on the continuum mechanics theory and confirmed by the MD simulations. In this 

section, an effort will be made to further reveal the mechanism via which the variation 
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of the NF shape finally results in the shift of the peak 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 that is responsible for the 

density and Tg changes of the interphase. In Eq. (16), 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 is the average of the three 

principal stresses including one stress perpendicular to the NF surfaces and two stresses 

parallel with the surfaces (Fig. 4(a) to (c)). Thus, the key issue here is (i) which principal 

stress (or stresses) is primarily responsible for the shift of peak 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 during the NF 

shape changes and (ii) why the principal stress (or stresses) identified in (i) shows high 

sensitivity to the NF shape changes. 

To examine these issues, in Fig. 6(a) we have shown the profiles of the principal 

stresses perpendicular to the NF surfaces, i.e., 𝜎𝑟𝑟 in Fig. 4(a) and (b), and 𝜎𝑧𝑧 in Fig. 

4(c). As shown in Fig. 6(a), peak compressive stresses are achieved at the location 

where peak 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑  is found (Fig. 4(d)). The magnitudes are around -182MPa with 

relative difference of less than 10%. These results indicate that the peak compression 

perpendicular to the NF surface is not sensitive to the variation of NF shapes. 

Subsequently, the two principal stresses parallel with the NF surfaces are calculated in 

Fig. 6(b), i.e., 𝜎𝜃𝜃 and 𝜎𝜑𝜑 adjacent to the spherical interface (Fig. 4(a)), 𝜎𝜃𝜃 and 𝜎𝑥𝑥 

in the proximity of the cylindrical interface (Fig. 4(b)) and 𝜎𝑥𝑥 and 𝜎𝑦𝑦 right below the 

flat interface (Fig. 4(c)).  

It is observed in Fig. 6(b) that the peak parallel stresses also coincide with the 

respective peak 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 and peak perpendicular stress location. Here the peak value of -

75MPa is obtained for both 𝜎𝑥𝑥 and 𝜎𝑦𝑦 in front of the flat interface, which is 74% 

higher than -43MPa achieved for 𝜎𝜃𝜃 and 𝜎𝜑𝜑 in the vicinity of the spherical interface. 

Interestingly, for the cylindrical interface the peak 𝜎𝜃𝜃 (-34.3MPa) is only half of peak 

𝜎𝑧𝑧 (-67.9MPa). The former is close to the maximum 𝜎𝜃𝜃 and 𝜎𝜑𝜑, while the latter is 

not far from the maximum 𝜎𝑥𝑥 and 𝜎𝑦𝑦 (Fig. 6(b)). This observation can be explained 
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by the fact that the curvature of the cylindrical surface along 𝜃 direction is equal to the 

curvature of the spherical surface, and its curvature in the x-direction is identical to that 

of the flat surface. Thus, the peak parallel principal stresses are found to depend 

sensitively on the principal curvatures of the NF surfaces that are closely related to the 

shapes of the NFs. 

These results indicate that, during the variation of NF shapes the shift of peak 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 

observed is primarily attributable to the shift of the peak parallel stresses due to the 

curvature variations caused by the shape changes. The contribution to the shift of peak 

𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑  from the peak perpendicular stresses however is trivial as they are insensitive to 

the curvature change. Accordingly, the process in which NF shapes affect the peak 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 

can be described as follows: The variation of NF shapes is achieved via the changes of 

the principal curvatures of the NF surfaces which generate distinctively different peak 

parallel stresses in the interphase but do not largely affect the perpendicular stress. It is 

this parallel principal stress change that finally leads to the shift of peak 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑.  

Herein the principal curvature changes in the shape transition plays a critical role in 

changing peak 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 to generate the shape effect. However, the reason why curvature 

change shifts peak 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑   could be fundamentally different from the understanding 

gained in studying the size effect of NFs. In previous studies [41, 49, 50], it was found 

that the polymer-nanosphere interaction can be intensified by increasing the radius or 

reducing the surface curvature of the nanosphere. As a result, such a curvature decreases 

(i.e., the radius increase) of the NF leads to the upshift of the peak 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 and accordingly, 

the growth of the peak density and Tg of the interphase as shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b) 

based on our MD simulations. Thus, the curvature effect induced by the size changes 

modifies the interphase properties by weakening or strengthening the interfacial vdW 

interaction. The geometrical symmetry of the vdW force field and the resulted stress 
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field of the interphase, however, remains unchanged.  

In contrast, the curvature effect arising from the shape changes does not necessarily 

lead to the substantial change in the strength of the vdW interaction (Fig, 2) but can 

entirely change the geometric symmetry of the interfacial interaction field and therefore, 

reshape the spatial distribution of the internal stresses of the interphase. The transition 

of the stress field from spherical symmetry to cylindrical symmetry and plane symmetry 

can be observed in Fig. 4(a) to (c) as a typical example. In such a process, while the 

corresponding curvature decrease does not largely affect the interfacial vdW force (Fig. 

2) and the principal stress perpendicular to the NF surface (Fig. 6(a)) it substantially 

raises the two stresses parallel with the NF surfaces (Fig. 6(b)).  

From the above analyses it is noted that the curvatures of NF surfaces may affect the 

hydrostatic stress 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑  and thus, the physical properties of the interphase by means of 

(i) modifying the strength of interfacial interaction (in the size effect) and (ii) changing 

the symmetry of the stress field and thus, the parallel principal stresses (in the shape 

effect). In other words, the shape changes of NFs do not necessarily change the 

interfacial vdW interaction but can still substantially raise the peak 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑   and thus 

upshift the interphase properties by straightening the stress space in the interphase. 

Herein, it is understood that, in a differential volume element of the polymer matrix 

the stresses parallel with the NF surfaces (Fig. 4(a) to (c)) originates from the resistance 

of the surrounding polymer to the Poisson extension of the element induced by its 

perpendicular contraction due to the interfacial interaction. In particular, we have 

noticed that the smaller NF surface curvature leads to the less curved internal stress 

space in the interphase (Fig. 4(a) to (c)) and the stronger resistance of the neighboring 

polymer to the Poisson extension of the differential element, i.e., the higher parallel 

stresses in the interphase (Fig. 6(b)). The above analyses thus indicate that enhanced 
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constraints of neighboring polymer on the Poisson extension due to the decreasing 

curvature is the origin of the sensitivity of the parallel principal stresses to the curvature 

change. The theory proposed here brings new insights to the dependence of the parallel 

principal stresses and 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 on NF surface curvature that may change substantially with 

NF shapes. In addition, as the larger curvature corresponds to lower parallel principal 

stresses and peak 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑  the theory also provides a possible explanation for the 

experimental observation that fully curved carbon nanotubes in polymer matrix give 

rise to the decreased rate of enhancement of PNC elastic properties [15]. 

 

 

4. Conclusions  

This study aims to examine the influence of NF shapes on the confinement effect of 

the polymer-NF interface, identify key parameter that quantifies the overall impact of 

the internal stresses on the material properties of the interphase and reveal the physical 

mechanism via which NF shapes are coupled with the interfacial confinement effect or 

the interphase properties. 

It is shown that NF shapes substantially impact the confinement effect of the 

polymer-NF interface on the nearby polymer or the interphase. As a result, when the 

NF shape changes from the nanosphere into nanocylinder and nanofilm, the peak 

density of the interphase upshifts by 6% and 17%, respectively. At the same time, Tg of 

the interphase I is raised by 16% and 24%, respectively. Such a shape effect of NFs 

may also occur for other material properties of the interphase which are correlated to 

the mass density, e.g., elastic modulus and the energy barrier of electron tunnelling. 

Specifically, the obtained NF shape-dependence of the interphase properties provides 

new insight into the mechanisms via which the shapes of NFs can finally exert influence 
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on the material properties of bulk PNCs. 

Hydrostatic stress 𝜎ℎ𝑦𝑑 is identified as a critical parameter for quantifying the ability 

of the internal stresses to decrease the free volume in the interphase and impose 

restriction on the mobility of its polymer monomers. Thus, the magnitude of 𝜎ℎ𝑦𝑑 

achieved in the interphase plays a critical role in creating the confinement effect of the 

polymer-NF interface, showing the strong coupling between the internal stress and 

material properties of the confined polymer. 

The shape effect obtained during the transition of NFs from nanosphere to 

nanocylinder and nanofilm originates from the decrease of the individual principal 

curvatures of the NF surfaces, which changes the geometrical symmetry of the 

interfacial vdW force field and flattens the internal stress space of the interphase. This 

results in the substantial enhancement of the parallel principal stresses due to the greater 

constraints imposed by the neighboring polymer. Thus, even if the interfacial vdW 

interaction remains nearly unchanged the shape transition, by straightening the stress 

space of the interphase, can still substantially improve the peak 𝜎ℎ𝑦𝑑 and thus upshift 

the peak density and Tg as well as other properties of the interphase. 
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Fig.1 Molecular models of (a) PE-nanoparticle system, (b) PE-nanopillar system and 

(c) PE-nanosheet systems, and the corresponding mechanical models, i.e., (d) polymer-

nanosphere interface model, (e) polymer-nanocylinder interface model and (f) polymer-

nanofilm interface model. The Cartesian and polar coordinate systems are also shown 

there. Noted that, the xy plane of the Cartesian coordinate systems in (f) coincides with 

the bottom surface of the nanofilm. 
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Fig. 2 Cohesive forces (per unit area) calculated as the functions of the perpendicular 

distance d to the surface of the nanosphere (black solid line), nanocylinder (blue dash-

dotted line) and nanofilm (red dotted line), respectively. 
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Fig. 3 (a) The mass density profile of the interphase and polymer matrix, (b) the relative 

increase α of the three peak mass densities relative to the bulk value and (c) the glass 

transition temperature Tg obtained for the interphase I and II associated with the 

nanosphere, nanocylinder and nanofilm, respectively. 
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Fig.4 The principal stresses obtained in the interphase surrounding the (a) nanosphere, 

(b) nanocylinder and (c) nanofilm, respectively, and the profiles of (d) 𝜎𝐻𝑦𝑑 and (e) 

𝜎𝑉𝑀 in the interphase in the vicinity of the above three types of NFs.   
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Fig.5 Atomic stresses Pm calculated as the functions of the perpendicular distance d to 

the surfaces of the three types of nanofillers, i.e., nanosphere, nanocylinder and 

nanofilm. 
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Fig.6 The principal stresses of the interphase (a) perpendicular to and (b) parallel with 

the interface between PE and nanosphere, nanocylinder and nanofilm, respectively. 
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Fig.7 (a) Mass density profile and (b) glass transition temperature Tg obtained for two 

local interphases (I and II) shown in (a) in front of the interface between PE and 

nanosphere with diameter rising from 3nm to 5nm and 8nm. 

 

 

 


